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U.S. Geological Survey (usGs) 1973-1974 antarctic
field operations consisted of several austral summer
projects at various locations and two 1973 winter
projects at South Pole and Casey stations. In the
major austral summer project, Mr. James W. Schoonmaker, Jr., operated a geoceiver with an attached
minicomputer to obtain precise geographic positions
from satellite observations; these observations supported the Ross Ice Shelf Project (iusp).
Mr. Schoonmaker occupied 36 sites with the
geoceiver. The RISP base camp was the initial site,
with 35 remote geophysical study sites marked for
repeat observations in the future. The base site was
occupied periodically from December 16, 1973, to
February 3, 1974. Geographic positions at the base
camp were used to aline an inertial navigation system
of the Twin Otter airplane that was used for air
travel between the base camp and the remote sites.
Geographic positions were established from observations during a single pass of any one of the U.S.
Navy doppler navigation satellites, accurate to within
100 to 200 meters. Refinement of single-pass determinations is expected to increase accuracy by a factor
of 5, to about 20 to 40 meters. The time spent at each
site was from 3 to 6 hours. Doppler data was obtained,
when possible, from more than one satellite. Data
reduction from stations at which two or more satellites
were tracked is expected to yield an accuracy of 6 to
10 meters.
Messrs. Robert N. Gardner and Eberhard G.
Schirmacher, USGS engineers, left for McMurdo in
late January. Their assignment was to board the
USCGC Staten Island to survey Lindsey Island in support of the Pine Island Bay feasibility study for
establishing a year-round airstrip. Emergency duties
for the icebreaker and operational delays forced
cancellation of the survey.
Despite the failure of the primary mission, the
engineers undertook three alternative missions. At
the request of Dr. George Llano, National Science
Foundation, Mr. Schirmacher established and marked
a section of the boundary of Antarctic Treaty
Specially Protected Area Number 6, Cape Crozier.
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While waiting for Staten Island's departure, Messrs.
Gardner and Schirmacher undertook a short traverse
at the South Pole to connect the geoceiver setup at
the old South Pole Station, at the "Astro Pier," and
at the "Salt Pier" (established in 1970), with the
center of the geodesic dome and the 1973 geoeiver
setup at new Pole Station.
Although the Pine Island survey was cancelled,
Messrs. Gardner and Schirmacher rode th icebreaker to Palmer Station and in 2 days tied existing
survey stations at Palmer with the usGs-University of
Texas at Austin doppler tracking station.
Winter assignments continue at South Pole, Casey,
and Palmer stations. All except Palmer Station are in
support of the doppler experiments. Palmer was the
least effective tracking station, because of propogation
problems, and operations ended there in March 1974.
Messrs. Melvin Y. Ellis and Tony K. Meunier are
spending the 1974 austral winter at South Pole I Station. They have been operating geoceiver equipnent
there since November 1973, replacing Messrs. David
W. Bennett and Robin D. Worcester. They also
operated National Aeronautics and Space Adn1inistration telemetry equipment that on June 3 nionitored the fifth stage ignition, over the South ole,
of a "Scout" satellite launch vehicle (Project H wkeye).
Before returning from their winter assign ent,
Messrs. Bennett and Worcester, accompanied by Mr.
Don Baker, Applied Research Laboratories ( L),
University of Texas at Austin, who winterec at
McMurdo, went to Byrd surface camp for 4 da s of
doppler satellite observations in support of ice m yement investigations.
Mr. Robert F. Wilson completed his winter ass gnment with the Australians at Casey Station in March
1974. He operated a geoceiver on field travers to
support the International Antarctic Glaciological P oject (IAGP); 12 stations were occupied and fl
stations were reoccupied during the 13 months of the
I
first phase of the Australian part of IAGP. The data
has been reduced and satellite-derived geographic
positions have been furnished to the Australian office.
Mr. Wilson also assisted with a trilateration traverse,
originating at the summit of Law Dome, that ian
south across the saddle and continued inland towrd
the polar plateau. He assisted Mr. Lyle Supp, Ai., in
operating the doppler master tracking station.
On January 30, Messrs. Wilson and Supp were replaced by Mr. David L. Schneider, USGS, and Mr.
Henry Edwards,
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